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A NOTE ON THE DYNAMIC BALANCE IN
ESTUARINE CIRCULATION
By

R. W. STEWART
Institute of Oceanography, University of Britiih Columbia

ABSTRACT
Because of the large tidal velocities and small dimensions of estuaries, it is not
justified to ignore the effects of the curvature of flow when computing the dynamic
balance of the current system.

Pritchard (1956), in an analysis of oceanographic data in the James
River, has found that the observed lateral gradient of pressure is not
exactly balanced by the Coriolis force, as calculated from the observed
mean flow. He ascribes the residual force to the gradient of a lateral
Reynolds shear stress, and with this assumption he is able to calculate
the stress. Pritchard and Kent (1956) then observed that the stress
so calculated was, after minor modifications in the assumptions,
nearly proportional to the calculated downstream Reynolds shear
stress; further, they noted that the constant of proportionality was
virtually the same as that obtained by Fleagle and Badgley (1952)
in an atmospheric study.
The existence of a lateral Reynolds shear stress in the circumstances
noted is not a priori likely, and it is the object of this note to offer
an alternative interpretation of the data.
We use the notation of Pritchard (1956), hereafter referred to as
(I), and of Pritchard and Kent (1956), hereafter referred to as (II),
except that we use the tensor summation convention for compactness.
We choose left-handed Cartesian co-ordinates Xi such that: x1 is
directed seaward along the axis of the estuary; x 2 is directed downward;
x 3 is directed across the estuary.
Following (I), the instantaneous velocity component vi in the positive Xi direction is divided into three parts, which are assumed uncorrelated.
Thus:
(1)

V;

=

V;

+ V; + v:'

where ii; is the Eulerian mean velocity taken over one or more tidal
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cycles, U; is the tidal contribution, and v~ is the random (turbulent)
contribution.
The equation of motion in the x3 direction is given [I (4)] by:

av3
at

(2)

+ Vj

av3 = _ a 2
axi
axs

+ fvr +

a ap~i

ax; '

where a is the specific volume, f is the Coriolis parameter, and P~i is a
viscous stress.
The viscous stresses are normally important only very close to
boundaries and will hereafter be neglected.
If we now substitute (1) in (2) and average over one or more tidal
cycles, we obtain, in the steady state:
(3)

av,v,
ax;

+ < --->=-<aaU;U3
ap > + _
1
ax;
ax3

Vi-

< av;v; >,
axi

where the symbol < > means averaging as specified and where
use has been made of the condition of incompressibility. The x1 direction was so chosen that ii 3 = U3 = 0, and if we assume
(4)

then we get
(5)

0

=

.
It 1s probable (I) that

av'1v'3
ax1

<-

av'3v'3
axa

> and < -

> are very small, so (5)

becomes
(6)

Since fv 1 and < a ap > may be measured except for a constant, a
ax3
useful equation describing some aspects of the flow is thus obtained.
In (I) an assumption is made regarding the value of the unknown
constant, and < v~ v~ > is calculated by numerical integration. In (II)
an assumption is made which relates the Reynolds stress 1 <v~ v~> to
the calculated values of < v~ v~ >, making possible the calculation of
v1 from equation (6).
1

Except for a density term. Strictly, the Reynolds stress is <ll

v', v',>·
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<v; v;>

(16, 1

<v; v;>

The relation between
and
is taken from some observations of Fleagle and Badgley (1952). 2
The existence of a finite value for the Reynolds stress <i•; >
as found in (I) and (II) is surprising. It requires that the turbulent
intensity in one direction at 45° to x 2 and x 3 should be greater than
that in the other diagonal direction. There seems to be no mechanism
present which would cause and maintain this asymmetry. In the
circumstances it seems profitable to suspect the accuracy of eq. (4)
and therefore of eq. (5) and to re-examine eq. (3).
If the channel is curved and not perfectly straight, then, although

v;

au iu3 = o.
-v 3 = u3 = o, I·t IS· not correc t t o put -v/v-3 an d ax;
ax;

It IS
· 1·k
I e1y

that both ii 2 and U2 are very small. If we accept the argument that
> is also small because of considerations of symmetry, then (3)
may be written

<v; v;

(7)

The right-hand side of (7) has been calculated for a station in the
James River (I, Table III) and the figures show a monotonic variation
from - 6·31 X 10-s MS- 2 at the surface to+ 7·32 X 10-s MS- 2
near the bottom, although some of the assumptions used in the derivation are rather arbitrary and a constant of not too large magnitude
could be added to each. Because of slightly different assumptions,
somewhat different values for these figures are obtained in (II) from
those in (I). It is extremely unlikely that the true values lie outside
the range (-7±2) X 10-s 111s- 2 at the surface and (+7+2)
X 10- 0 MS- 2 near the bottom.
Now, if the radius of curvature of the flow is R, then, in the vicinity
of the station where v 3 = U3 = 0, we have
(8)

• It is not the purpose of this communication to criticize this work in detail.
Suffice it to note that there are several serious objections to the analysis of
Fleagle and Badgley, the most important of which is that they have used a
Lagrangian average to compute the Reynolds stress. The latter is a strictly
Eulerian concept, and therefore their results are of doubtful significance.
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Substituting in (7) we find that at the surface
(9)

Rs~ - l.4 X 105 11{-l

s-

2

(v1 2

+ <Ul> )s

and near the bottom

(lo)

RB

~ 1.4 x

105

u- 1

s-

2

(ii1

2

+ <Ui2> h

.

The particular station in the James River for which the calculations
have been carried out is not identified in (I), but by reference to (II)
it is fairly clear that both (I) and (II) deal with St. J-17, for which
Pritchard and Kent (1953) have published detailed oceanographic

·-... __________

··..
·········.;

Figure 1. J ames River in the vicinity of St. J-17, showing the curvature of flow required to
acco unt for the observed difference between pressure gradient and Coriolis force. The 10-foot
contour is shown dotted.
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data. It is observed (Pritchard and Kent, 1953: figs. 2, 3) that V1
is about 0.13MS- 1 at the surface and -0.lOMS- 1 at the bottom.
The average value of [U1 [ appears to be about 0.32MS- 1 at the surface
and 0.29MS- 1 near the bottom. If the time variation of U1 were
sinusoidal, this would give:

<U12 >s = 0.13 M 2S- 2
<U1 2 >B
0.10 M 2s- 2 •
Substituting these values in (9) and (10) we find that

=

~ - 20 KM ,
RB ~ 15 KM .

Rs

(11)

(12)

These values should he accurate within plus or minus about 30%.
In a geographical feature of the dimensions of the James River, flow
in a curve of radius of the order of 15-20 KM is far from out of the
question. Arcs with these radii are shown in Fig. 1, which is a sketch
of the portion of the James River near St. J-17. It seems eminently
reasonable to suppose that the difference between the pressure gradient
and the Coriolis force is largely due to the centrifugal force in curved
flow, not to a lateral shearing stress.
It would be unwise to overstate the case. If, as seems likely, the
curvature of the flow importantly affects the terms under consideration,
then the fact that this curvature varies with depth destroys the symmetry argument originally invoked to reject the lateral shearing stress
hypothesis. In this case some lateral stress may well exist. What
remains clear is that it is not justified to ignore the effects of curvature
in the flow, as has been done in (I) and (II) . It is worth noting
that the effect is due almost entirely to the fluctuating tidal currents,
which produce an influence an order of magnitude greater than does
the mean flow.
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COMMENT BY DONALD W . PRITCHARD
As an author of the papers discussed by Dr. Stewart and in my capacity as an
editor of this JOURNAL, I was asked to review this manuscript prior to publication . I find Dr. Stewart's brief discussion of great interest and consider it to
be of considerable importance in the possible significance of curvature in dealing
with estuarine circulation. I would like to point out that in the papers discu&'led
by Dr. Stewart it was not my intent to indicate that I considered the lateral
velocities precisely zero but rather that the lateral field acceleration terms were
negligible. I do believe that there does exist a lateral component to the velocity
field which could provide the necessary strain corresponding to the lateral
Reynolds stress term. However, in view of this work by Dr. Stewart, it now
appears unlikely that my previous treatment adequately evaluates this lateral
Reynolds stress term.

